Past Issues

Translate your entrepreneurial dreams and, through your development, contribute to our country's progress.

advantage of the programmes which provide assistance, to be brave and persistent in the realization of

improve and expand my business.

the base of the Zlatar Mountain, is still open two years later and I am planning to hire someone so I can

courses, learned about entrepreneurship, as well as how to implement our ideas down to the smallest

the equipment I was using and the services I was providing.

working, I dedicated a lot of my time to professional development and improved my skills. So, I had the

shop in town for nearly half a century. The scenario in which this shop – which provided us with a nice life

hard to imagine that it could easily be, say, two women? Or, two women and a child?

place of support, trust, encouragement, strength, and love, then why is it important who is in it? Is it so

hypnotises us all, but we also forget that this acceptance we crave is also a choice people have the right

This agony I imagined never became my reality. However, it is the reality of a large number of LGBTI

ago had been this warm centre of my home, and in panic I was trying to think about where my suitcase

after that and surely would be said again, I was sitting on the edge of a sofa, which up until a few minutes

is so

…


call...